
Note: This does not represent a complete list of issues raised. It focuses on items currently on the Committee’s agenda, 
agenda decisions reached and lists issues considered for Annual Improvements. 

 Current agenda item—accounting for stripping costs in the production phase of a surface mine: 
The staff presented a revised draft interpretation. The Committee tentatively agreed with the revised recogni-
tion principle as discussed at previous meetings; that a measurement principle based on production metrics was 
appropriate; that no additional guidance should be given in the interpretation on testing the stripping cost asset 
for impairment; that any existing stripping cost asset balances at the date of transition; that cannot be directly 
associated with an identifiable component of the ore body; should be recognised in retained earnings and that 
the illustrative example should not be included in the final interpretation 

 Current agenda item—Contingent pricing of property, plant and equipment (PPE) and intangible 
assets: The Committee decided to defer further work on this project until the IASB concludes its discussions 
on the accounting for the liability for variable payments as part of the leases project.   

 Agenda decision—Cost of testing: The Committee received a request to clarify the accounting (as revenue 
or as a reduction in cost of testing) for sales proceeds from testing an asset before it is ready for commercial 
production. The Committee observed that the ‘commercial production date’ referred to in the submission was 
a different concept from the ‘ready for intended use’ assessment in paragraph 16(b) of IAS 16 Property, Plant and 
Equipment. The Committee believes that the guidance in IAS 16 is sufficient and therefore decided not to add 
this issue to its agenda. 

 Agenda decision—defined contribution plans with vesting conditions: The Committee received a 

request seeking clarification on whether contributions paid under a contribution plan with vesting conditions, 
should be recognised as an expense in the period  paid or should it be recognised over the vesting period. The 
Committee noted that accounting for defined contribution plans under IAS 19 Employee Benefits focuses on the 
employer's obligation to make a contribution. Consequently, contributions to defined contribution plans are 
recognised as an expense when they fall due. The Committee therefore decided not to add this issue to its 
agenda. 

 
 Issues recommended for inclusion in the 2010-2012 cycle for Annual Improvements: 

 IFRS 8 Operating Segments—reconciliation of segment assets in IFRS 8 

 IAS 7 Statement of Cash Flows—classification of interest paid that is capitalised as part of the cost 
of an asset 

 IAS 16 Property, Plant and Equipment—revaluation model and proportionate restatement 

Questions posted to the IFRS Interpretations Committee
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So what did the IASB discuss... 
Financial crisis 

 Financial instruments: hedge accounting: At the meeting held on 11 and 12 May the IASB discussed and 

made tentative decisions (where indicated) regarding the following issues: (i) Clarification of the term 'other than 
accidental offsetting”—this umbrella term will be disaggregated into its two core aspects with added application 
guidance; (ii) Meaning of the requirement that a hedging relationship should produce an 'unbiased' result and 
“minimise expected hedge ineffectiveness”— remove these two umbrella terms and replace them with an ap-
proach that indicates more directly that designation should be based on the “economic hedge”  but that it may not 
reflect an imbalance between the weightings of the hedged item and hedging instrument that would 
create hedge ineffectiveness. 

 Read more on page 2... 



P A G E  2  

Financial crisis (continue) 

 Financial instruments: impairment: The IASB tentatively decided to develop an impairment model that is a 

variation of IASB’s original approach of a time-proportional approach for a “good book” and full lifetime ex-
pected losses for a “bad book”; the US Financial Accounting Standards Board’s (FASB) approach to recognise 
losses expected to occur in the “foreseeable future” and the model proposed in the Supplementary Document 
(SD).   

Other topics    

 Insurance contracts: The IASB discussed, among others, and made tentative decisions (where indicated) re-
garding the following issues: (i) unbundling non-insurance goods or services —the IASB indicated their intention 
to be consistent with the approach in the revenue recognition project; (ii) unbundling an investment compo-
nent—the IASB tentatively decided that an insurer should unbundle explicit account balances that are credited 
with an explicit return that is based on the account balance and should be accounted with the relevant require-
ments for financial instruments; (iii) measurement of policyholder participation—the fulfilment cash flows relating 
to the policyholder's participation should be based on the measurement of the underlying items and should re-
flect any asymmetrical risk-sharing between the insurer and policyholder; (iv) assets backing insurance liabili-
ties—no change from previous decisions reached; (v) how should risk be reflected in the measurement of an 
insurance liability—measurement should contain an explicit adjustment for risk and should be re-measured each 
reporting period. 

 Revenue recognition: The meeting held on 11 and 15 May was an education session with presenters from the 
telecommunication industry. No Technical decisions were made. At the meeting held on 17 to 19 May the IASB 
discussed, among others, and made tentative decisions (where indicated) regarding the following issues: (i) pres-
entation and disclosure of contracts with customers—retain the presentation and disclosure requirements that 
were proposed in the exposure draft Revenue from Contracts with Customers with amendments and clarifications in 
points (ii) to (iv) hereafter; (ii) disaggregation of revenue—the revenue standard should not prescribe the specific 
categories into which an entity should disaggregate revenue and an entity would also not be required to disag-
gregate the impairment loss allowance; (iii) disclosure of remaining performance obligations—for specific con-
tracts, an entity should disclose the amount of the transaction price that is allocated to remaining performance 
obligations and explain when it expects those amounts to be recognised as revenue; (iv) disclosures about assets 
from contract acquisition or fulfilment costs—an entity should present a reconciliation by major classification of 
the carrying amount of these assets; (v) impairment of assets arising from contract acquisition or fulfilment 
costs—an entity should recognise an impairment loss to the extent that the asset’s carrying amount exceeds the 
amount of the consideration to which the entity expects to be entitled to less the remaining costs to provide the 
goods or services; (vi) recognition of an asset from contract acquisition costs—for contracts with a duration of 
one year or less, an entity could recognise contract acquisition costs as an expense when incurred; (vii) onerous 
contracts—the standard should limit the application of the onerous test to performance obligations that an 
entity satisfies over time. 

 Leases: The meeting held on 11 and 15 May was an education session. No Technical decisions were made. At 

the meeting held on 17 to 19 May the IASB discussed, among others, and made tentative decisions (where indi-
cated) regarding the following issues: (i) Lessee accounting— a lessee should apply a single accounting approach 
for all leases consistent with the proposed model in the exposure draft Leases; (ii) lessor accounting —the IASB 
discussed accounting for the underlying asset and the residual asset if there is either a single approach or two 
approaches to lessor accounting. The IASB also discussed the indicators necessary to decide which approach to 
use where there are two approaches to lessor accounting; (iii) Right to receive lease payment—the IASB has a 
tentative preference to account for the lessor’s right to receive lease payments as a financial asset and present 
that right separately from any residual asset; (iv) contract modifications or changes in circumstances  after the 
date  of inception of the lease—a substantial change in terms should be accounted for as a new lease agreement; 
changes in circumstances that would affect the assessment of whether a contract is, or contains, a lease should 
result in a reassessment and changes in circumstances that would affect the assessment of the transfer of risks 
and rewards should not result in a reassessment; (v) reassessment of options in a lease—a lessee and a lessor 
should consider contract-based, asset-based and entity-based factors in reassessing whether a lessee has a signifi-
cant economic incentive to exercise an option in order to estimate the lease term; the thresholds for evaluating 
a lessee's economic incentive to exercise options should be the same for both initial and subsequent evaluation; 
and changes in lease payments due to a change in the lease term should result in the lessee adjusting its obliga-
tion and right-of-use asset and a lessor adjusting its right to receive lease payments and any residual asset; (vi) 
reassessment of the discount rate—the discount rate should not be reassessed if there is no change in the lease 
payments and a lessee or lessor should determine a revised discount rate (when appropriate) using the spot rate 
at the reassessment date and should then apply that rate to the remaining lease payments.   

 Offsetting financial assets and financial liabilities: The IASB reviewed comments received from the expo-

sure draft Offsetting Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities. No technical decisions were made.  
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